
VISLINK MICROLITE 3 - ENABLING GREATER 
CONTROL IN MOVIE PRODUCTION  

Video Assist has evolved dramatically since its conception in the 1960s. Today, Directors, Cinematog-
raphers and Script Supervisors are highly reliant on the technology to line-up and view shots as they 
evolve – Live. With a continuing desire to push the creative boundaries with immersive shots, rigging 
teams are faced with challenges in bringing the feeds back to the video village. Action sequences and 
shot line-ups can be simplified through the ability to bring the camera feeds back wirelessly.

Vislink has responded to the ask for high quality wireless video transmission in the 
cinematography field by launching the Microlite 3 wireless camera transmitter. As a 
small form-factor device, the Microlite3 breaks the industry mould by delivering high 
end, high quality images over long distances and in challenging environments.

Microlite 3 combines best efficiency MPEG-4 video compression with LMS-T 
modulation. Vislink’s unique LMS-T modulation scheme uses high power, low density 
parity check FEC technology to deliver up to a 30% useable data payload gain 
compared to other systems – meaning that more data rate can be targeted to deliver-
ing better quality images. The optimized OFDM carrier system integrated into LMS-T 
is tailored to operation within highly reflective, man-made environments guarding 
against data-loss from multi-path effects. And with 200mw of transmission power the 
Microlite 3 has a line-of-sight transmission range of up to 2 miles.
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Video assist solutions are more than simply delivering high quality video. Today’s camera rigs provide a 
mass of data that provides critical data. The Vislink MicroLite 3 supports carriage of RS232 and RS485 
remote control data channels.
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With key scenes and elaborate action sequences being timed to perfection it can be critical to respond 
to events in real-time. The encode-decode latency of such wireless systems has, in the past, limited 
some creative freedom with fears that long latency systems could reduce spontaneity or remove the 
ability to intervene in a timely fashion. By optimizing the MPEG-4 compression algorithm and 
leveraging the payload advantages of LMS-T modulation, the Microlite 3 delivers high quality video in 
conjunction with low latency for ultimate production creativity.

For those seeking an end-to-end video assist solution, the Microlite 3 can be paired with the Vislink 
Microlite 3 receiver to provide an affordable, compact transmit – receive package - delivering a 
grab-and-go solution for highly mobile shooting sequences.


